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. 14UD TANK OPENING REPORT No.38

7th to 10th February 1983.

(4 days open)

REFERENCES: Earlier Tank Opening Reports are referred to by the notation (12/4)
etc, meaning Report No. 12, page 4.

REASON FOR TANK OPENING

A scheduled opening to examine Chain 1, assess the breakdovm product sit
uation inside the tank and decide whether to install new chains. Of the 8 tank
openings since April 1982 this was the only one not precipitated by chain or gas
problems.

PREAMBLE

The l4UD was last closed on 7th December 1982 with one chain only. This chain
was the makeshift one put in No.1 position (37/7) to enable us to continue running
the accelerator while we monitored the breakdown products, yet not putting any of
our new chains to risk.

The machine ran well on its single chain and there was very little inconvenience
to users. As can be seen from the enclosedplot of operating voltage, much of the
time the l4UD ran above 12 MV. Tests of gas quality were made regularly. \~e have
already described (37/9) hm.,r, in mid December, we converted our gas purification
material to a load consisting of 50% by volume of Vivalyme on top of alumina.. This
mixture continued to be used. On January 20th, 508 operating hours after the intro
duction of the Vivalyme/alumina mixture, we had evidence of wet gas. In the absence
of a working moisture monitor this was determined by machine misbehaviour in the
form of sparking at lower than normal terminal volts and loss of charging efficiency~

The mixed load in the dryer was subjected to standard alumina reactivation to dry
the alumina. The emerging purge nitrogen was wet, as expected, and entirely odour
free. This is consistent with the Vivalyme chemically bonding the breakdown products
and letting none through to the alumina. Normal operation continued satisfactorily
until this opening.

A minor fault was seen in the midsection vacuum system. The current in the
midsection ion pump was reading 1.5 x 10- 6 (80% full scale) while the pressure 6
units away ,vas 1.5 x 10- 8 torr .

. .OPERATIONAL· TIME

The machine was not scheduled for use for the 9 days from Christmas Day until
2nd January, inclusive. During the remaining 53 days since the last closure, the
l4UO operated 919 hours. This was 75% of elapsed time, excluding the days for
gas transfer. This percentage 1s noticeably poorer than our usual performance and
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is due, to some extent, to the need for the machine to be off while we attended
to the gas problems.

'THE·TANKOPENING

Exploratory ·tour

When the doors were opened the smell inside the tank was, in our terms, mild.
It was of special interest to see how much pistachio and brown deposit (35/2) had
formed on the clean corona CLssemblies since our measurements indicated that the gas
was clean. A light deposit of brown substance was found on the column points and
there>was a heated argument between the authors as to whether or not any pistachio
coloured deposit existed on the tube assemblies. It was eventually concedeQ by
the younger author that a very slight pale green deposit might exist on a few
favoured assemblies in the high energy end only.

On the terminal, the inevitable patch was light brown. Most remarkable of all
was the absence from the terminal of the usual dusty grey deposit which is noticed
on all shiny surfaces, but doubtless forms unnoticed on all the non-shiny surfaces
as well. The removal of this grey powder is the main reason for tacragging. Its
absence will mCLke tacragging easier, but will not obviate this procedure. The
deposit is not always seen in other machines and its presence may well be an
indicator of breakdown product problems. .

Cruising down past the 1. E. midsection we found that part of the paper scale
on the ion pump meter had lifted up and was clearly the cause of the persistent
peculiar readings.

We found, to our shame, that a column point assembly had been omitted at the
last opening. The captive nut in the post clamp had itsthread.stripped; thishad
failed to receive attention and the assembly was not put back. We were surprised
at finding no local evidence of extreme sparking and assume that the presence of
ions produced by the corona points above the missing one, kept the ring from
varying too far in voltage from its neighbours.

Chain 1, which had held the fort on its own since the last button-up, was
examined in situ. Vfuen a few cracks had been found in about a quarter of the chain
we decided that it should be taken out and fuUY examined on the bench. In total,
11 cracked links were found. Because the bits which made up this chain were (
subjected to extreme breakdown product environment, we do not interpret these cracl<",
as an indictment oftbe present gas quality.

And so to work!

.Chains

Having decided that the condition of the gas was safe enough for new chains,
we then had to make up our minds whether or not to put in all three brand new
chains which we had on hand. Confidence is one thing, but sheer bravado is another;
we elected to put in two new chains and keep the third sheltered until we could
upgrade the gas purification system.

Robert Rathmell has written to us saying that he is impressed at the amount
of work that has gone into our breakdown product studies; however, he feels that
there is not a clear correlation between the conductivity cell readings and shortened
chain lifetimes. We agree with this and recognize that such an elusive correlation
will only emerge after considerable time; moteover, we feel that only chains
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themselves can be used as yardsticks because of the various parameters relating
to them which would not apply realistically to nylon samples. In any case~ even
if we could leave the l4UD off the air for a number of months while we made tests~

we would still need chains to generate the corona which causes breakdown products.
In the circumstances all that we can do is to start off with what we assume are
faultless chains~ monitor and purify our gas to the best of our ability and, at
regular intervals, examine every link of the chains with painstaking, time
consuming care. A correlation of sorts will then arise from this procedure.

At this point it is perhaps worth stating that a prelimlnary version of a
report on our investigation into breakdown products (37/1) has been completed,
though vigorous investigations continue. We expect the final version to be
submitted for publication within the next few weeks.

In spite of its courageous solo performance, we decided against rebuilding
and putting back the chain which was just taken out. The new cracks that we found
may, or may not, be due to the. previous exposure to severe breakdown product
conditions. We decided not to risk a forced tank opening by driving this battle
scarred hero beyond its endurance. The chain had been made up from selected
lengths of two badly attacked chains (37/7); its overall life was 2000 hours.

The two new chains were installed without the vacuum drying procedure (35/7;
35/10; 36/2) employed with the recent chains. The reason for this is threefold:
we never really believed it would do any good - only hoped; it didn't protect
the chains we did it to~ and anyway, we just didn't have the time.

·Foils

Approximately 200 terminal foils were renewed.

Shaft ·bearirigs

The shafts were run and bearings listened to with a stethoscope. All were
accepted as serviceable. No shaft bearings have been replaced since we changed all
those in the machine in August 1981 (28/2; 28/4; 28/5). Since then the lower
shaft has clocked 8500 hours and the upper 5200 ~ the latter being an estimate because
of timer failure.

Points

Two assemblies with missing needles were replaced. One or two assemblies were
removed and the deposits on them were examined. We then began to look through
boxes of old point assemblies taken out of the machine some time ago; we discovered
that some of the tube assemblies had a distinct green deposit and we even found one
column assembly which was a bit green. Our statement (35/2) that we were seeing
pistachio deposits for the first time was wrong; in addition it is clear that, in
the past~ we took such deposits for granted and paid no attention to them.

Idlers

One or two tyres and bearings were renewed, but some of these were failures
in positions where there have been no chains for some time. We now seem to have
no trouble with idler shafts since we determined the importance of mechanical fit.
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-Miscellaneous

When testing the foil changer, -a hissing sound in the bottom of the tank led
the author with the more acute hearing, to discover that the nylon tube supplying
gas to the terminal foil reverse actuator had punctured. This is the first
occasion that we have had the slightest problem with these tubes, fitted November
1976 (5/4). The pllncture was close the swage fitting at the bottom of the machine
in a non~gradient, grounded environment. It was easy to remove a few inches of
pipe and make a new join.-We have a few comments to make about these tubes
which are a variety of black nylon. It is bought as Type NlFB and is described by
the suppliers as "Nylon 11 11

• The tubes have been in the machine for much longer
than any chain. They do not become brittle, as cable ties become, but, of course,
they are not under tension as chain links and cable ties are. To date, cable ties
put in the machine, whether in their nominal function or as breakdown product
monitors, have al1 been white. It is possibly worthy of comment that white nylon
cable ties holding coax to an outdoor T.V. antenna broke of their own accord in
well under a year, but black replacements have survived significantly longer.
Maybe we need black chains. The controversy over black belts and brown belts in
M.P.'s rears its head!

In.order to repair, the face of the mid-section ion pump meter we had to open
up a box of electronics for the first time for two or three years. There were a
number of small cable ties on the wiring inside which probably date as far back
as the installation of the midsection in September 1974. The ties were either
already broken, or broke when touched lightly with one finger. The cable ties Pl,lt
in vacuum last November were let up to air without the older author being informed
of the sacrilege; therefore they were not wTenched to observe the effect of prolonged
vacuum. This was a pity, because one test after 10 weeks in vacuum demonstrated
that the ties were definitely weakened (37/4). Al1 that can be said of the remainder
is that they spent 110 days in high vacuum, under tension, and did not "self
destructll •

Cleaning

As usual the column was blown with nitrogen and tacragged.

Initial performance

We were not very happy with performance when the machine first went into
service. There were no problems with voltage holding, but stability left much
to be desired. At one stage we were beset with the effect we had some time ago
when flaking plating on pellets touching the inductors. We cannot believe that
plating is failing again and we are trying to determine what is at faUlt.
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Gas testing is now a daily ritual and we intend to feed the total charging
current into t"he computer as another logged parameter. A new Shaw hygrome"ter
sensor has been installed in the recirculation plumbing, safely isolated from
reactivation gasses. It is fed with a bleed of gas via a bypass line. The failed
sensor was removed and heated under vacuum, then pressure cycled. After two days
of such vague treatment is seems to have recovered.

Buncher tests

Now that there is some respite from chain failures, we again have time to
exercise the superbuncher. First tests with beam were satisfactory, confirming
the calibration at INV/rrretre. "We have used the superbuncher together with the
room temperature prebuncherand choppers. Performance was tested with a solid state
detector in a scattering chamber 22 metres from the super buncher. FWHM is 250 ps
at a field level of 0.2 MV/m.

D.C. Weisser

T.A. Brinkley

25 February, 1983.

CORRECTION: 'In the last report :we stated (37/9)

that alumina was put on top of Vivalyme in the dryer.
The layers were the other way round, but this is immaterial
because we forgot to state gas direction.
Our gas passes first through the Vivalyme, then the alumina.

Enclosures

Plots of particle masses accelerated, and operating terminal voltages.

NOTE: On the plot of terminal voltages we have drawn a horizontal line at
14 ~w for easy reference to performance near the nominal voltage limit of the 14UD.

Time spectrum for the superconducting PUlser.
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70 MeV 12C
Au target
0.2 MV/m
at 22metres
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